Predicting Students Performance by Using Data Mining Methods
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Abstract—The corona pandemic disrupted the educational process, especially in universities that use traditional education. Universities were therefore obliged to move from traditional education to e-learning without adequate preparations. The aim of this research is to analyze the students’ performance in the two educational environments and predict the result of any of them in the future. The k-means algorithm, an important data mining method, was used to analyze the results of the fourth-stage classes of five consecutive years of students from one Iraqi university’s scientific departments. Four of these years were traditional education, while the last was e-learning to see whether the student's performance distribution is normal or abnormal. The results indicate a 100 percent of students’ success rate in e-education, while the upper limit is 70 percent for the previous years. Moreover, the average class rate increased to 75 percent compared to 62 in previous years. The decision tree has been built based on a dataset created from the collected data to predict the distribution of both traditional and e-learning with a 2% error tolerance. The study shows that using the exact mechanism in e-learning will give abnormal results. Therefore, the study recommends the need for good infrastructure, the preparation of efficient staff, increasing students’ skills, and appropriate software platforms for an accurate assessment of students’ performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Data mining is a process of extracting valuable information from large datasets [1]. Data mining methods can be used to predict student performance by analyzing historical data such as past test scores, attendance records, and demographic information [2]. These methods can identify patterns and relationships in the data that can be used to make predictions about future student performance [3]. Some common data mining techniques used in educational contexts include decision trees, neural networks, and association rule mining [4]. These methods can be used to identify at-risk students, predict future success, and inform decision-making about student support and intervention [5]. K-means is a clustering algorithm that groups similar data points together [6]. In the context of predicting student performance, k-means can be used to group students with similar characteristics, such as academic background and performance on assessments [7]. Once the groups are formed, the performance of students in each group can be analyzed to identify patterns and trends [8]. This information can then be used to predict the performance of new students who are similar to those in the existing groups [9]. Decision tree is a type of algorithm that creates a model in the form of a tree structure. It uses a set of rules to make predictions about the outcome of a particular event [10]. In the context of predicting student performance, decision tree can be used to analyze data on student demographics, academic history, and performance on assessments [11]. The algorithm will identify the most important factors that contribute to student performance and create a model that can be used to predict future performance [12]. Both K-means and decision tree are powerful data mining methods that can help educators make accurate predictions about student performance [13]. These
predictions can be used to provide targeted support and interventions to help students succeed [13].

In this paper, we conducted a comparison between the performance of graduate students (in the final stages) of one of the scientific departments in an Iraqi university before and after the spread of the pandemic (that is, under both the traditional education and the e-learning environment) using data mining techniques (K-means) to find out which of the two environments gives better students’ performance distribution. As well as building a decision tree to predict outcomes if education is adopted using either of the two environments. The results showed that traditional education reflects the normal distribution of students’ performance while the distribution for E-learning was abnormal. Therefore, the study recommended that educational institutions study the real reasons and conduct a review of e-learning or combine the positives of the two environments.

II. RELATED WORK

The COVID-19 pandemic has fundamentally altered how people learn. The learning has moved from offline to online throughout this pandemic. Educational data mining has become an active tool in discovering hidden relationships in educational data and forecasting students’ academic performance. Therefore, many researchers try to analyze and predict student performance, admissions decision-making for universities and analyzing e-education. In this section a brief exploring for these works.

Verma et al. proposed some machine learning approaches to predict student learning performance. Educational data were analyzed at the Open University (OU) based on performance, engagement, and demographic criteria. Throughout the experimental analysis All the compared methods on the OU dataset fared best in the experimental analysis, with the k-NN approach performing best in certain circumstances and ANN performing best in others. [14]

Mohamed et al. collected data on online learning behavior in different countries during the COVID-19 pandemic. The final results of three critical regression approaches, such as linear regression, multilayer regression, and SMO regression, were applied. The results show that the method for SMO regression generates fewer errors with improved accuracy compared to others. Furthermore, different scholars might enhance this study by using various approaches. [15]

De Oca et al. sought to identify professorial concerns after the shift to distance education in the first 15 months of confinement. The results evidenced that the professors created a kind of social network, sharing tips and digital media as educational resources, which led to a natural learning curve for developing online teaching competencies. Other relevant findings included the need to provide the professors with continuous training in communication and learning management platforms to engage in ongoing discussions on topics such as whether turning on the cameras should be compulsory during online lectures. The results of this work have value for higher education institutions and professors seeking a better understanding of their requirements and decision-making to improve education delivery under current and future constraints. [16]

Alsharhan et al., worked out to forecast overall performance in this study and looked into a practical method for analyzing a dataset of 480 Middle Eastern students using three supervised machine learning techniques: artificial neural networks, decision trees, and Naive Bayes. Efficiency increased when using SPSS. According to the results, the artificial neural networks algorithm had the lowest variance, with a standard deviation of 2.37, while the naive Bayes approach had the best accuracy, at 89.85%. In addition, there are other useful insights beyond that precision. Additional machine learning methods, such visual representation and normalized relevance of independent variables, can be offered in the SPSS environment. Additionally, the data set was assessed to see if e-learning factors alone could predict student success in the case of missing student data. [17]

The researchers focused on feelings and satisfaction with the direction of distance learning or students’ performance in e-learning. The proposed paper dealt with studying the differences in performance between traditional and e-learning.

III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM METHODOLOGY

The Proposed System has six distinct steps; data collection, data cleaning, distributing student mark’s vectors in three levels, combining data for each level from all years into one dataset, and clustering each level into two clusters then build decision tree to predict of results as shown in Fig. 1.
In the ears was collected in one dataset, along with the differences between students, as well as processing and correcting errors in the data and placing them in a revised file from all defects.

C. Distributing Student Mark’s Vectors

A vector was created for each student which containing the student’s grades, where each cell represents the student’s grade in a specific subject, so that the students’ grade in each subject correspond to the same location in the cell for all vectors in the dataset. The use of vectors for the purpose of forming that necessary database when dealing with data mining algorithms. Due to the differences between students in abilities, giving and taking initiative, response to changes, and adaptation, students are divided into three levels (High performance students, middle performance students and low performance students). To ensure neutrality, K-means is used to automatically divide each year's data into three levels. Also, this algorithm is used later in the main objective of this research as a data mining clustering-task. Distribution was only three levels due to the limitation of volume of data available. The High performance students data for all years was collected in one dataset, along with middle performance students and low performance students. Therefore, there are three datasets, one dataset for each level. there are three datasets.

D. Combining Data

Data combining, also known as data integration, is the process of bringing data together from multiple sources into a single dataset. Data from each level of student performance in different years was combined into one dataset (one dataset for each level), in order to conduct mining operations on each dataset individually.

E. Data Clustering

The K-means mining algorithm groups each level into two groups. Determines if there is an overlap between student records from both environments (traditional or e-learning) or separate them. If there is an overlap, that is, the presence of students from both environments in each cluster, this means that the evaluation is fair. But if the students of each environment or the majority are present in an independent cluster, this indicates that the evaluation is biased.

The less the overlap between the grades of the students in the two clusters, the more this leads to the different performance of the students in the two environments, and vice versa.

Results of clusters were evaluated using RAND index methods, which is a measure of similarity between two sets of data.

F. Performance Predicting

The concentrated data was extracted from the results of the K-means algorithm to create a dataset that was used to build a prediction model. It relies on the decision tree to determine the expected paths, for both traditional education and e-learning.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

K-means algorithm distributes student records (attributes vector) of each into three levels and the dataset of each level was collected from all years that means they represent the dataset of High performance students, middle performance students and the dataset of low performance students as shown in Table (II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>High performance students</th>
<th>Middle performance students</th>
<th>Low performance students</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-2017</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-2018</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-2019</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-2020</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All years</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

K-means is used for its majority task (mining task), which is to divide each dataset into two clusters. The result of clustering of all datasets are as follows in Table (III).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster id</th>
<th>High performance students</th>
<th>Middle performance students</th>
<th>Low performance students</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cluster1</td>
<td>Cluster2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-2017</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-2018</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-2019</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-2020</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the middle performance students, all data of the e-learning were grouped in the first cluster by (%100) and (%0.057) of the data of the traditional education were grouped in the first cluster too, while (%99.943) of the traditional education was collected in the second cluster. The following chart shows the results in Fig. (3).

For the low performance students, all data on e-learning was collected in the first cluster at a rate of (%100), while (%100) of the data on traditional education was collected in the second cluster. The following chart shows the results in Fig. (4).

Through the previous information, the results have been summarized for each level to compare attendance education and e-learning. The summarization is as follows in Table (IV).
From the result of data clustering task, it turns out that overlapping at higher performance is relatively greater because outstanding students have more ability than others to adapt to changing education methods. But in the middle performance, the overlap decreased. While in the lowperformance, the overlap has completely disappeared between the results of the performance of students in electronic and traditional education. Accordingly, the results clearly indicate that a fair measure of student performance is not achieved in the traditional and electronic learning environments, despite the fact that they are of the same educational level and deal with the same materials.

According to the results of the above questionnaire of the opinions of the lecturers, there is no effect of the nature of education, whether traditional or electronic, on the clear difference in students’ performance. But the effect was due to the reasons for the lack of lecturer training in the e-learning environment, the lack of suitable infrastructure, and the lack of strict monitoring of the student’s performance during the exam.

To predict the student’s performance if that was done under the same educational conditions, Based on the clustering results and the summary in Table (1) were used to build the decision tree for their first attempt with a tolerance (±2) as shown in Table (VII).

The final result evaluated the accuracy by rand index using Eq. (1) as follow

\[ RI = TP + TN / TP + FP + TN + FN \]
\[ RI = 20 + 145 / 20 + 0 + 145 + 12 \]
\[ RI = 0.932 \]

The Rand Index (RI) should be interpreted as follows: -
RI >= 0.90 indicates excellent recovery; 0.80 = RI 0.90 indicates good recovery; 0.65 = RI 0.80 indicates moderate recovery; and RI 0.65 indicates poor recovery. Therefore, the results of the clustering evaluation are the highest ranking. After reviewing the above results, a questionnaire was conducted for the department’s lecturers about the reasons for this discrepancy in evaluation, in addition to the high success rates and high class average. The reasons were as follows in Table (VI).

The results in Figure (6) showed significant contrast between Traditional education and E-education, which shows the importance of reassessing the experience of e-learning by
education officials. This model proves the contrast in the results of the performance between e-learning and traditional education in this department, which is an example of what happened in all universities that applied electronic education suddenly and had not studied it due to the Corona pandemic.

V. CONCLUSION

The evaluation of educational institutions is critical in measuring the sobriety of universities, the quality of education, and the preservation of their academic reputation. After the emergence of the coronavirus pandemic, most universities switched from traditional education to e-e-learning. This transformation was sudden and unplanned. This skewed in results in pass rates and grade point averages between years of traditional education and e-learning. Research using data mining contributes to data analysis and prediction of outcomes when either of the two educational environments is adopted. Accordingly, the academic decision maker can address the imbalance in the use of e-learning by training faculty and creating a sound infrastructure that maintains the continuity of natural outcomes in student assessment. The deviation in the evaluation of performance in the success rate of e-learning compared to traditional education was %30, while the deviation from the average of the class was %13. The limitation of the research was the lack of available data due to the fact that it belonged to one department.
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